ABSTRACT. Let X be an abstract set and .t; a lattice of subsets of X. 
INTRODUCTION.
LetX be an abstract set and L a lattice subsets ofX. To each lattice regular measure Ix, we associate following Bachman and Szeto [1] two induced measures ! and I on suitable lattices of subsets of the Wallman space Is(L) of (X,,); we also associate to Ix a measure Ix' on the space I(L) (see below for definitions).
We extend the results of [1] , by further investigation of the reflection of smoothness properties of Ix onto ! and Ix' and investigate more closely the regularity properties of 6 and (see in particular theorems 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 5.4, and 5.6) . We are then in a position to get new criterion for repleteness and measure repleteness etc. These general results are then applied to specific lattices in a topological space to obtain some new and some old results pertaining to measure compactness, real compactness, t-real compactness, ets...in an entirely different manner.
We give in section 2, a brief review of the lattice notation and terminology relevant to the paper.
We will be consistent with the standard terminology as used, for example, in Alexandroff [2] , Frolik [3] , Grassi [4] , N6beling [5] , and Wallman [6] . We also give a brief review of the principal Theorems of [1] that we need in order to make the paper reasonably self-contained.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS.
LetX be an abstract set, then c. is a lattice of subsets ofX; ifA,B C X thenA t0B ( , andA fiB E L.
Throughout this work we will always assume that O and X are in z;. If A C X then we will denote the complement ofA byA' i.e.A' X -A. if/; is a Lattice of subsets ofX then z;' is defined Z;' {L' L E z;}. ., is compact if and only if S(la) , for any Ix IR(,).
3. LATrlCE REGULAR MEASURF,S. In this section, we shall consider lattice properties which are intimately related to measures on the generated algebra. First we list a few properties that are easy to prove, but which are important and will be used throughout the paper. [7] .
Next, we generalize a result of Gardner [8] .
TtlEOREM 3.7. Let be a lattice of subsets ofX and suppose that 1) M() , 2) is regular and 
We make use of the following extension theorem a proof of which can be found in [9] . THEOREM 3.8. 2) WA n WA n wn).
3) w(a ') w(a )'. . Mg(z). '(x)-(t(z)). M;(Z).
4) W(
2.
(K) 0 for all K C I()-X and K 
This theorem is somewhat more general than the previous corollary because we ask less from the lattice .6, however we get a set B o[W(L)] rather than a zero set z Z(xW(L)). EPL 4.15. We are going to apply corollary (4.13) 
Suppose (C1) holds and let X-f')L',L, X then using (C1) we get 
